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In this paper we demonstrate model order reduction of a nonlinear academic model of an inverter chain. Two reduction
methods, which are suitable for nonlinear differential algebraic equation systems are combined, the trajectory piecewise
linear approach and the proper orthogonal decomposition.
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1 Introduction

The dynamics of electrical circuits at timet can generally be described by the nonlinear, first order, differential-algebraic
equation (DAE) system of the form:ddtq(x) + j(x) +Bu(t) = 0; (1)

wherex 2 Rn represents the unknown vector of circuit variables at timet, the vector-valued functionsq; j : R � Rn ! Rn
represent the contributions of, respectively, reactive elements (such as capacitors and inductors) and of nonreactive elements
(such as resistors) andB 2 Rn�m is the distribution matrix for the excitation vectoru : R ! Rm . There are several
established methods, such as sparse-tableau, modified nodal analysis etc., which generate the system (1) from the netlist
description of electrical circuit. The dimensionn of (1) is of the order of the number of elements in the circuit,which means
that it can be extremely large, as today’s VLSI circuits havehundreds of millions of elements.
Mathematical model order reduction (MOR) aims to replace (1) by a system of much smaller dimension, which can be solved
by suitable DAE solvers within acceptable time. In [1], we have demonstrated the application of two most promising nonlinear
reduction methods, the trajectory piecewise linear approach (TPWL) [2] and the proper orthogonal decomposition (POD)[3]
on an academic diode chain model. In this paper we propose a different, in our opinion, more efficient approach, of combining
the both methods.

2 Trajectory Piecewise Linear Model Order Reduction

The idea behind the TPWL method is to linearise (1) several times along a training trajectory (corresponding to some typical
input). The local systems are then used to create a global reduced subspace. The final TPWL model is constructed as a
weighted sum of all local linearised reduced systems.

2.1 Creating the local linearised models

The disadvantage of standard linearisation methods is thatthey deliver good results, only in the surrounding of the chosen
linearisation tuple (LT)(x(ti); ti). To overcome this, in TPWL approach several linearised models are created. This guarantees
the quality of the results whenever the solution stays closeto one of the chosen LTs. The procedure for selection of LTs can
be described by the following steps:

1. Set an absolute accuracy factor" > 0, seti = 1.

2. Linearise the system around thei-th LT (xi; ti). This implies:Ci _x+Gix+Biu(t) = 0 (2)

with Ci = ��xq(t;x)��xi;ti andGi = ��x j(t;x)��xi;ti , wherexi stays forx(ti). SaveCi; Gi andBi.� Corresponding author E-mail:tamara.bechtold@nxp.com, Phone: +31 40 27 29935 Fax: +31 40 27 46276
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3. Reduce thei-th linearised system to dimensionr � n with an appropriate linear MOR method (below we use the ”Poor
Man’s TBR” (PMTBR) approach [4]). This implies:Cri _z+Gri z+Bri u(t) = 0 (3)

whereCri = V >i CiV , Gri = V >i GiVi, Bri = V >i B with Vi 2 Rn�r , z 2 Rr andx � Viz. Save the local projection
matrixVi.

4. Integrate both, the reduced system (3) and the original system (1) choosing the same time-stepstk.

When jjViz(tk)�x(tk)jjjjx(tk)jj > " chose (x(tk); tk) as (i+ 1)-th LT . Seti = i+ 1. Go to step 2.

The steps 2 to 4 are repeated until the end of the given trajectory has been reached. In this way,s local reduced subspaces with
basesV1; :::; Vs are created.

2.2 Creating the global reduced subspace

All local reduced subspaces are merged into the global reduced subspace and each local linearised system (2) is now projected
onto this global subspace. The procedure can be described bythe following steps:

1. Define~V = [V1; : : : ; Vs℄.
2. Calculate the SVD of~V : ~V = U�W> with U = [u1; : : : ; un℄ 2 Rn ,� 2 Rn�rs andW 2 Rrs�rs .

3. Define a new global projection matrixVg as[u1; : : : ; ur℄.
4. Project each local linearised system (2) ontoVg .

2.3 Creating the TPWL model by weighting

All local reduced linearised reduced systems are combined in a weighted sum to build the global TPWL model:sXi=1 wiV >g CiVg _z+ sXi=1 wiV >g GiVgz+ sXi=1 wiV >g Biu(t) = 0: (4)

A weightwi determines the influence of thei-th local system to the global system. The weights can be chosen by making
them distance depending, which means thatwi is chosen large if the solutionz of (4) is close to thei-th LT, else the weight
should be small. For more details on how to chose weights, see[5].

3 Proper Orthogonal Decomposition

The basic idea behind POD is to directly project the originalnonlinear system (1) onto some subspace with smaller dimension.

3.1 ”Classical” POD

The POD projection basisVPOD is an orthonormal basis, which is derived from the collected”snapshots” at time pointsti:X = [x(t1) : : :x(ts)℄ (5)

The POD basis is found from the SVD ofX : X = U�W> with U = [u1; : : : ; un℄ 2 Rn�n ,� 2 Rn�s andW 2 Rs�s , asVPOD = [u1; : : : ; ur℄ with r << n. Finally the original system is replaced by the following Galerkin projection:ddtV >PODq(VPODz) + V >PODj(VPODz) + V >PODBu(t) = 0: (6)

Although the reduced model (6) is of lower dimension than theoriginal problem (1), during simulation in each integration
step:� the full functionsq; j : R � Rn ! Rn still have to be evaluated,� the reduced statez has to be reprojected to the full state space by matrix-vector productsVPODz to define proper

parameters for the element functionsq; j,� in equal measure the function values have to be projected to the reduced space:VPODTq(�),VPODT j(�), and� the JacobiansVPODT ��xq(�)VPOD (and similary forj) most probably become dense, although��xq and ��x j are
sparse in general (and the matrix multiplications have to bedone at every evaluation).

Therefore, directly applying projection as in (6) does not reduce the computational cost. In [6] and [7], the Missing Point
estimation technique (MPE) was successfully proposed to speed up the simulation.
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3.2 Adapted POD

Another strategy, to directly reduce the nonlinear vector-valued element functionsq andj by identifying the dominant items
was suggested in [8]. We assume that we have a benchmark solution ~x(t) of (1) to some inputu(t) and a matrixX 2 Rn�N
of N snapshots. Based on the eigenvalue decomposition of the correlation matrixW = 1NXXT = 1NU��TUT (7)

whereU 2 Rn�n is an orthonormal matrix. The product��T 2 Rn�n is a positively real diagonal matrix, and therefore
we can write��T = �2 for a real positively diagonal matrix� 2 Rn�n . In contrast to POD we introduce the orthogonal
matrix(1)L = U� 2 Rn�n , such thatW = 1NLLT and perform a projection of (1):ddt �LTq(Ly)�+ LT j(Ly) + LTBu = 0; (8)

with x = Ly. We approximateL � LPrTPr andLT � LTPgTPg wherePr 2 f0; 1gr�n andPg 2 f0; 1gg�n select ther
andg columns ofL andLT with largest norm, respectively. That means,L andLT are replaced by matrices where all but ther andg, respectively, most dominant columns are set to zero.
After multiplication of (8) withPr, i.e. truncation according to ther most dominant singular values ofX and proper scaling
we arrive at the reduced system of orderr � nddt [Wrg�q(Urz)℄ +Wrg�j(Urz) +Bru = 0; (9)

with reduced statez(t) 2 Rr , Ur 2 Rn�r containing ther most dominant columns ofU like in classical POD,Wrg =UrTPgT 2 Rr�g andBr = UrTB 2 Rr�m . The state vector of the full systems can be recovered byx(t) = Urz(t).
We stress that the principal reduction takes place in the nonlinear functions�q(�) = Pgq(�) 2 Rg and j = Pgj(�) 2 Rg ,
meaning that instead of the complete functions, justg � n components have to be evaluated.

4 Combining POD and TPWL

The idea behind combining both above approaches is to reuse the already available snapshots from the solution of (1) for
constructing the global projection matrixVomb. The algorithm looks as follows:

1. Solve (1) for a typical input function over the time interval [0; tend℄.
2. Linearise the system around some numbers of chosen tuples (xi; ti). This implies the equation (2).

3. Build a linear combination of all linearized models:sXi=1 wi(x)(Ci _x+Gix+Biu(t)) = 0: (10)

4. Reduce the linearised system to a dimensionr � n with projection basesVomb constructed from the SVD of some
available snapshot matrix at[0; tend℄:sXi=1 wi(Vombz)(V >ombCiVomb _z+ V >ombGiVombz+ V >ombBiu(t)) = 0 (11)

The advantage of this approach compared to ”classical” TPWLis that the step 2.2 is completely ommited, as already available
snapshots (from the inevitable simulation of the full nonlinear model) are used to construct the global projection basis. Of
course, the questions how to chose the snapshots in step 2, how to chose the weighting factors in step 3 and how to exactly
build Vomb are still open. So far, we can suggest two approaches for the choice of the linearisation tuples in step 2: to either
compare the succesive nonlinear solutions (x1; t1), (x2; t2), ..., (xk; tk) and if jjx1 � xk jj >= " to choose (xk; tk) as a new
linearisation point, or to compare the nonlinear solutionxNL(tk) with the linearized onexL(tk) at same integration time
points.

5 Numerical Results

Fig. 1 displays the structure of the test inverter chain model (left) and its time response in the first 20 nodes (right). Fig. 2
(left) shows the relative error between the full-scale and the reduced order model, defined as"r = jjV z�xjjjjxjj , for reduction
from 104 down to 50 with classical TPWL approach and with the new, combined TPWL-POD based approach. We see, that
for the inverter chain the relative error of the projection decreases if the combined method is used. Furtermore, it seems that
the TPWL-POD based reduction is able to produce smoother signals with less overshoots then the classical TPWL based one
(Fig. 2 (right)).
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Fig. 1 Left: Structure of the inverter chain model;Right: Time response in the first 20 nodes.
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Fig. 2 Left: Relative error over all nodes between the full-scale model of order 104 and the reduced model of order 50 created by
the classical TPWL approach (in combination with PMTBR)- solid blacked line, by newly suggested TPWL-POD combination where
the projection matrix was created via the SVD of all available snapshots - dashed line and via the SVD of snapshots corresponding to
linearization points only - solid gray line;Right: The novel TPWL-POD based reduction produces less overshoots in time response than
the TPWL-PMTBR approach.

6 Conclusion and Outlook

Both standard approaches for reduction of nonlinear DAE system (1) suffer from a major draw-back of beeing sensitive to
the change of input function. The same applies for the novel,combined approach, suggested in this paper. However, the
later speeds up and increases the precision of the TPWL reduction, especially for the highly nonlinear circuit models. It is
still to be researched how to choose the linearization points, weighting factors and which of the available snapshots touse for
constructing the global projection matrix.
Finally, we would like to acknowledge the EU support throughthe COMSON RTN project.
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